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Abstract
Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a neurodegenerative illness and has a common onset between the ages of 55 and 65 years.
There is progressive development of both motor and non-motor symptoms, greatly affecting one’s overall quality
of life. While there is no cure, various treatments have been developed to help manage the symptoms of PD.
Management of PD is a growing field and targets new treatment methods, as well as improvements to old ones.
Pharmacological, surgical, and therapeutic treatments have allowed physicians to treat not only the main motor
symptoms of PD, but target patient-specific problems as they arise. This review discusses both the established
and new possibilities for PD treatment that can provide patient-specific care and mitigate side effects for common
treatments.
Keywords: Parkinson’s disease, Parkinson’s treatment, substantia nigra, basal ganglia, Lewy bodies, α-synuclein,
dopamine, levodopa

INTRODUCTION
Basics of Parkinson’s disease

Parkinson’s disease (PD), or paralysis agitans, is a common neurodegenerative condition, which typically
develops between the ages of 55 and 65 years[1]. This disease was first named and described by James
Parkinson in 1817. The progression of this disease is gradual and prolonged. It has a plausible familial
incidence, although the estimates of these occurrences are low and usually sporadic [2]. This disease is
organized into two classifications: genetic and sporadic. Genetic PD follows Mendelian inheritance.
© The Author(s) 2021. Open Access This article is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0
International License (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted use,
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Sporadic PD, which accounts for about 90% of all Parkinson’s cases, is a more complex category in which
the pathogenic mechanisms that underlie it are not yet fully understood[3]. Nonetheless, it is known that the
byzantine interactions of genetic and environmental influences play roles in the determination of sporadic
PD[3-5]. Several subtypes of PD exist. Each has its own set of causative factors and susceptibilities, pathology,
and treatment courses. General risk factors, symptoms, and pathology will be discussed first, before
addressing some of the subtypes.
General risk factors

Research studies have linked theories regarding the outbreak of PD to both environmental and genetic
circumstances[6]. These theories propose associations between PD and chemical reactions, neurotoxins,
and genetic susceptibility or predisposition[3,7-9]. Environmental determinants positively associated with PD
include factors such as injuries to the head, rural living, pesticides, anxiety and/or depression, and intake
of dairy products; whereas physical inactivity, smoking, consumption of coffee and/or alcohol, and serum
uric acid concentration are reported as having an inverse relationship to PD[5]. Though it is undisputed that
familial factors play a role in this disease, the extent of heritability is heavily debated. As of yet, 41 different
genetic loci have been linked to PD pathogenesis through the completion of 6 large meta-analysis studies[3].
General symptoms

A precedent for the clinical diagnosis of PD, according to the Movement Disorder Society, is centralized on
a motor syndrome, Parkinsonism, and is based on three overriding motor symptoms (MS): bradykinesia,
rigidity, and resting tremor[2]. Onset of motor manifestations usually begins unilaterally with asymmetrical
effects enduring on the side of commencement[1].
Symptoms include resting tremor, bradykinesia, gait, speech difficulties, hypophonia, muscle dystrophy,
postural deformities and instability[10]. Pain, stiffness or numbness in limbs, bradykinesia, tremors, a
decline in facial expressions, and hypophonia are motor symptoms seen in the early stages of this disease’s
onset[1,10]. Late-stage motor features may include motor fluctuations, dyskinesia, gait freezing, and falling.
Initial diagnosis may be made based on evaluation of clinical features of patient history and examination[11].
Positive or negative responses to dopamine agents may also be used in the diagnosis of PD over time[1].
Since motor symptoms are the traditional primary identifiers of PD, common non-motor symptoms have
been under-reported, often being overlooked or untreated. While non-motor symptoms are more heavily
focused on during advanced stages, they occur during all stages of PD[12,13]. They have the potential to
be early biomarkers for PD, with symptoms such as olfactory dysfunction, sleep problems, constipation,
and erectile dysfunction often predating the diagnosis of PD by years[14,15]. These symptoms can greatly
compromise quality of life (QoL) and daily activities, so typical non-motor treatments are based on
improving QoL, with new treatments being developed, but still needing more research because PD
treatments heavily focus on motor symptoms[16].
General pathology

Biochemical studies show a decrease of dopamine (DA) in the caudate nucleus and putamen; PD is
therefore considered to be a disease of the neuronal system, which largely involves the nigrostriatal
dopaminergic system[2]. This disease is identified on the premise of two considerable pathological processes:
early selective loss of dopamine neurons, and the buildup of Lewy bodies (LBs) made up of α-synuclein
that become misfolded and accumulate in a number of body systems of Parkinson’s patients[1].
The central nervous system is composed of groups of various nerve cells which form complex interactions
that allow for skillful movement. The substantia nigra located in the midbrain is of essential importance
to PD, as nigral neurons give rise to an extensive axonal network which innervates the basal ganglia.
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Liberation of dopamine, a neurotransmitter, by neurons of the substantia nigra allows for communication
with neurons of the basal ganglia. Fine tuning of an organism’s movements is possible due to this
biochemical interaction. Substantia nigra neurons degenerate progressively, leading to lowered levels of
dopamine available for neurotransmission in the corpus striatum. This makes Parkinson’s a neurological
disorder in which movement is affected [17]. Resting tremor, rigidity, declining balance and motor
coordination, and bradykinesia, which is characterized by a creeping slowness of voluntary movement, are
all movement-related symptoms of PD[17].
Dopamine has indirect roles in the striatum, which decreases cortical excitation of striatal neurons[18].
Boosts in the physiological state of corticostriatal glutamatergic transmission may possibly be an effect of
Parkinsonism impairment of dopaminergic neurotransmission[19]. Furthermore, this may consequently
emphasize the imbalance between subsets of striata neuronal systems that regulate the basal ganglia’s
functional output[17,19].
LBs are fibrillar aggregates composed majorly of α-synuclein. LBs and Lewy neurites are pathologically
important to Parkinson’s as they serve to be a prominent indication of the disease, being actively
associated with Parkinson’s pathogenesis[4]. The formation of LBs has been considered an explanation to
the neuronal degeneration that occurs in PD patients since neuronal loss has been found in predilection
sites for LBs. Of the 70+ molecules that have been identified in LBs, α-synuclein is the most prominent[4,20].
Immunochemistry of this constituent has uncovered that diffuse cytoplasmic staining cultivates into pale
bodies, which are anti-ubiquitin antibodies, by compaction[20]. The peripheral portion of pale bodies give
rise to LBs. This abnormality has been identified in 10% of pigmented neurons in the substantia nigra and
over 50% in the locus coeruleus in PD[20]. Six genetic PD-associated mutations of α-synuclein have been
discovered[21]. Three mutations related to PD have demonstrated acceleration of α-synuclein aggregation,
while an additional three show delay of aggregation kinetics. It is therefore troublesome to provide a
unifying mechanism describing how familial PD-associated mutations affect the structure of α-synuclein,
and how their accumulation and function link with PD, as there have been several suggestions pointing
in this direction[21]. For instance, membrane binding studies propose that a minute number of these PD
mutants strongly bind to synthetic membrane vesicles, while others show a weakened ability to bind to the
membrane[21]. PD mutations have not been shown to drastically alter the toxicity of α-synuclein oligomers
or fibrils, although more recent studies have indicated that the most potent toxic species responsible for
PD are oligomers that are formed early on in the disease process [21]. p.A30P is the only mutant that has
been found to form faster oligomers and slowed the conversion from oligomers to fibrils. It is plausible that
every mutation associated with PD alters α-synuclein biology in various ways, which is possibly responsible
for the pathogenesis of this disease[21].
PD pathology affects more than just the dopaminergic nigrostriatal system. Non-motor symptoms can
be better explained when examining the effects of multi-system neurodegeneration. Decades of research
point to altered cholinergic neurotransmissions. LBs have been found in the neurons of the nucleus basalis
of Meynert, the source of cholinergic innervation of the cerebral cortex[22]. The basal forebrain complex,
which provides the principal cholinergic input of the entire cortical mantle, degenerates in PD and can lead
to symptoms such as dementia, depression, or apathy[22]. Anosmia and hyposmia are common side effects
of PD. While the pathophysiology is not fully understood, it could be related to α-synuclein deposits in the
olfactory bulb, medulla oblongata, anterior olfactory nucleus, and limbic rhinencephalon[22,23]. Progressive,
non-linear loss also occurs in serotonergic terminals, although slower than the progressive loss seen in
dopaminergic terminals. It can lead to both motor and non-motor symptoms such as depression, tremors,
weight loss, and visual hallucinations.[24]. Reduced levels of serotonin and its metabolite are found in the
caudate nucleus, hippocampus, brainstem, and frontal cortex [25,26]. Additionally, adrenergic neurons are
impacted. One study has shown an increase in α1 and β1 receptors, especially in demented PD patients, and
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a decrease in α2 receptors within the pre-frontal cortex[27]. Disruptions in adrenergic pathways may lead to
or worsen dementia and depression[27].
GBA-associated PD

Common risk factors for PD are mutations in the glucocerebrosidase (GBA) gene, which is a gene that
encodes for the lysosomal enzyme. During a clinical study on patients with Gaucher’s disease (GD), a rare
lysosomal storage disorder, this risk factor was identified. It has been discovered that mutations in the GBA
gene are more prominent than in any other implicated genes, including dardarin (LRKK2), α-synuclein
(SNCA), and parkin (PARKIN2), in the majority of the PD population.
GD is a recessive disorder in which there is a deficiency in the GBA enzyme[28]. It typically involves
the mononuclear phagocyte system in which the lysosomes within macrophage lineage cells become
excessively stored with lipids[28]. This disease is induced by bi-allelic variants in the GBA gene, which
encodes acid beta-glucosidase (glucocerebrosidase)[29] Manifestations such as hepatosplenomegaly, anemia,
thrombocytopenia, and bony involvement are common with this disorder. As of yet, 300 distinct mutations
have been pinpointed on this gene. These mutations include point mutations, frameshift mutations,
splice-site alterations, and recombinant alleles that embody segments of the pseudogene sequence[28,30].
Gaucher patients who develop parkinsonian features, dementia, or both, are amid the more atypical and
uncommon Gaucher phenotypes. A group of 17 GD and Parkinsonism patients were described in 2003.
The parkinsonian manifestations were aligned with those of sporadic PD. Many of these patients were in their
40s when they experienced the disease onset, and most responded positively to levodopa (L-DOPA)[28,31].
The GBA gene in these patients was sequenced and it was discovered that there were 12 different genotypes;
the most prominent type being 1 N370S allele, which was found in 14 of the 17 patients, including five
N370S homozygotes. Four patients had an autopsy performed on them, which revealed LB inclusions,
predominantly in the cerebral cortex and the hippocampus[28].
Research has shown that the onset of motor impairments among GBA mutation carriers occurs 1.76.0 years sooner than in those without mutations. Screening showed that GBA mutations were twice as
common in PD patients with an early onset (< 50 years) than those with a late onset[28]. 951 patients were
screened for N370S and L444P that had an onset of PD before 51 years of age and it was discovered that 6.7%
were carriers for the GBA mutation, which is equivalent to the prevalence of patients with homozygous
or heterozygous PARK2 mutations[28,32]. It was also found that GBA mutation carriers developed clinical
symptoms earlier than non-mutation carriers when comparing with patients who developed PD before
50 years of age[28].
Analyses from a study screening for GBA mutations found that GBA carriers were primarily male, had
greater occurrences of cognitive dysfunction or dementia, and experienced hallucinations more frequently
(not associated with drug treatment) when compared to patients without GBA mutations [28]. A second study
recorded that GBA mutation carriers with PD more frequently suffer dementia than non-carriers[28,33]. The
UPDRS, mini-metal state examination, and Hoehn and Yahr staging scales did not detect any noteworthy
differences in the magnitude of PD manifestations or the rate of disease progression between GBA carriers
and non-carriers[28,34]. However, several other studies have documented greater rates of cognitive decline,
bradykinesia, olfactory dysfunction, and less rigidity correlated with GBA mutations[28]. A German
PD study found that GBA mutation carriers have higher frequencies of dementia, neuropsychological
disturbances, and autonomic dysfunction, when they compared 20 GBA mutation patients with 20 patients
without the mutation[28,35].
The exact mechanisms that contribute to GBA-associated Parkinsonism are not fully known. Further studies
are necessary to identify these mechanisms and to discover related risk factors that work in adjunction with
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GBA and favor the progression of Parkinsonism. Aging has a role in the onset and development of PD.
Factors that change during the aging process such as an increase in α-synuclein cellular concentrations,
and declining numbers of lysosomes and poorer lysosomal function may play a part. Much is known about
the GBA protein, especially when compared to other genes associated with PD. Considerable therapeutic
strategies for the treatment of Gaucher’s disease may lead to stabilization of GBA or improvement of
enzymatic activity which could influence the development of parkinsonian neurodegeneration. A deeper
understanding of this enigmatic protein and its role in the progression of Parkinsonism could improve
genetic counseling for those who are GBA mutation carriers and enhance therapeutic approaches for GBAassociated Parkinsonism, possibly altering the treatment of all PD patients[28].
Early-onset

The incidence of PD increases with age, with an incidence of 0.5 per 100,000 for people below 40 years old
compared to the overall incidence of 13.4 per 100,000 for all ages[36]. Early-onset PD is the development of
symptoms in those below 60 years old. It can be divided further into juvenile PD in those younger than 21,
and young-onset PD if between the ages of 21-40[36]. Early-onset PD is attributed to genetic factors, rather
than environmental[17]. Juvenile PD is rare, but worth mentioning. Its genetic mutations can cause further
distinct types of PD. For example, the mutation of ATP13A2 causes Kufor-Rekab syndrome, which is a
specific juvenile PD that has less than 50 cases reported to date [36]. Early-onset PD differs in presentation
of symptoms and responsiveness to treatment than late-onset PD[1]. With early-onset PD, bradykinesia
and rigidity are more likely to be the presenting symptoms, rather than gait disturbance, when initially
treated[1,37]. Early-onset has a slower disease progression and is more likely to develop L-DOPA-related
dyskinesia, so dopamine agonists are frequently chosen as the initial treatment options over L-DOPA[1].
However, new evidence suggests that L-DOPA does not necessarily need to be avoided in treatment of
early-onset PD[38]. This will be discussed in the dopaminergic medications section below.
Tremor-dominant vs . non-tremor dominant responsiveness to L-DOPA

PD is a disorder with various motor subtypes, but few neuroimaging studies have examined the variable
effects of L-DOPA treatment on the different motor sub-classifications of Parkinson’s. One study by Mohl
and colleagues investigated L-DOPA-induced differences in neural activation between tremor dominant
(TD) PD patients and posterior instability/gait difficulty (PIGD) PD patients. They utilized neuroimaging
by the use of fMRI to investigate task-induced activation and connectivity in the cortico-striatal-thalamocortical (CSTC) motor circuit before and after L-DOPA deliverance in 21 age- and sex-matched healthy
controls, fourteen TD patients, and twelve PIGD patients. Each subject executed a right-handed, paced,
finger-tapping task. There was greater activity within the left putamen in the PIGD patients on L-DOPA
compared to the TD patients on L-DOPA and the healthy control group. This hyperactivation within the
left putamen induced by L-DOPA during the finger-tapping task, however, was not accompanied by an
upsurge in effective connectivity between the left posterior putamen and CSTC motor network. This finding
implies a rooted pathophysiological discrepancy between motor subtypes of PD that can be evoked using a
dopaminergic medication during a motor activity. Relative to the healthy control subjects, PD patients not
taking medication displayed hypoactivation of the left primary motor cortex when performing the tapping
task. To further investigate whether this data is applicable to one or both of the subtypes examined in the
study, researchers separately compared TD patients off of medication and PIGD patients off of medication
to healthy controls. It was discovered that hypoactivation of the motor cortex was greatly driven by the
group of TD patients off of medication. Furthermore, PD patients on medication did not show any changes
in activation within the primary or secondary motor cortices when contrasted with the control group[39].
Putamen changes are associated with the symptomatology that defines motor subtypes of PD[39]. SPECT
studies discovered a link between putaminal uptake of dopamine transporter (DaT) tracer and poorer
rigidity, in addition to more noticeable dopaminergic loss in the posterior putamen in non-TD patients and
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mixed subtype patients relative to TD patients[39,40]. This SPECT study, together with the study conducted
by Mohl and colleagues that evidenced an increase in left putamen activity by L-DOPA during fingertapping task in PIGD patients only, implies plausible roles of the putamen in phenotypic PD subtype
manifestations[39].
Furthermore, L-DOPA resulted in divergent tapping-induced coupling responses within the motor network
in PIGD and TD PD patients. These findings could not be attributed to variation in the stage or duration
of the disease. When comparing TD patients on medication to TD patients not on medication, there was a
noteworthy increase in effective connectivity between the left posterior putamen and other motor network
areas, whereas PIGD patients on and off medication did not show any compelling changes. Underlying
pathophysiological disparity between recognizable PD motor subtypes may explain the differential
responses of these subtypes to L-DOPA[39].
Treatment Approaches

Though the exact cause of Parkinson’s disease has not been identified, treatment discoveries have been
progressive. There is no known cure for the disease, so treatments seek to manage symptoms rather than
prevent or slow the progression of the disease. Treatments can vary from drugs, surgeries, therapy, or
a combination of different treatments [Table 1]. They must also be adjusted throughout the course of
the disease, as some common treatments, such as L-DOPA lose effectiveness over time[1]. Treatment of
PD using available drugs has positive symptomatic effects; however, there are no disease-modifying or
neuroprotective therapies available to slow the progression of the disease[1,41]. Therefore, treatment begins at
the discretion of the patient and the physician when symptoms begin to impair function or provide social
embarrassment. No one drug is more beneficial than the other for initial treatment, but instead the disease
itself must be looked at in terms of severity and time of onset[42]. PD is a disease that affects multiple neural
pathways in the brain. While L-DOPA may treat motor problems caused by low dopamine levels, it will
not treat motor problems caused by low acetylcholine levels in other pathways. Additionally, each subtype
responds differently to drugs. It is up to the discretion of the doctor to choose a plan that works for an
individual patient based on responsiveness and symptoms.

DRUG TREATMENTS
Dopaminergic medications

Dopaminergic medications are the typical treatment method for motor symptoms in PD, and L-DOPA,
the most potent anti-parkinsonian drug currently available, remains the “gold standard” for PD therapy.
Because the lack of dopamine available for communication in the nigrostratial pathway is at the root
of many PD symptoms, specifically movement-based ones, dopaminergic medications are used to help
increase or mimic dopamine levels. Dopamine does not easily pass through the blood brain barrier, but
its precursor, L-DOPA can[43]. It is metabolized in the small intestine and is converted to dopamine by
aromatic-L-amino-acid decarboxylase (AADC) and catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT), which can
then be stored in the nigrostratial terminals. In contrast, dopamine agonists act directly on postsynaptic
receptors, mitigating the need for dopamine production[43].
Responsiveness to L-DOPA occurs in 80% of patients with idiopathic PD, reducing bradykinesia and
rigidity. However, it is ineffective or unsatisfactory at treating several prominent PD symptoms: posture and
gait problems, speech problems, freezing, autonomic dysfunction, cognitive disorders, affective disorders,
and sleep problems[1].
As previously mentioned about early-onset PD, there are concerns about L-DOPA-related dyskinesia. While
dyskinesia is correlated with L-DOPA usage, the disease itself (PD) and a pulsatile drug delivery are both
required for dyskinesia to develop. L-DOPA does not usually induce dyskinesia in Parkinsonism with post-
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Table 1. Summary of different treatment options with their pros and cons

Treatment Option
Drug Treatments

Summary

Pros

Cons

Limited to no invasive treatment required May lose effectiveness over time
Various side effects for each drug
Dopaminergic
Dopamine agonists taken
• Current “gold standard for treatment” • Less favored for early-onset PD
Medications
orally or through injection
• High responsiveness (80%) in
treatment due to levodopa-related
idiopathic PD
dyskinesia
• Favored treatment for late-onset PD
• Levodopa requires increasing dosage
• May affect both motor and non-motor over time “on-off” fluctuations with oral
side effects
medication
• Most patients ultimately take dopamine • Irritation or problems at pump site for
agonists as the disease progresses and
injection method
other treatments stop being effective
MAOIs, inhibitors Inhibit breakdown of
• Do not need increased dosage over time • Lack extensive effects on symptoms
and antagonists
levodopa and dopamine
• May help with cognitive decline in later for late stage PD
through oral drugs
stages of PD
• Must be supplemented with a group
• Milder side effects than dopaminergic of drugs for some treatments, such as
drugs
COMT inhibitors
• May treat L-DOPA-related dyskinesia
Anticholinergics
Reduce acetylcholine activity • Rapid absorption, used for tremor• Less tolerance in elderly patients
at choline receptors through predominant PD
• Lack of testing in elderly patients
oral drugs
• Can be a monotherapy in early stages • New testing may show cholinergics,
rather than anticholinergics may
improve PD symptoms
• Largely replaced by dopamine agonists
in current treatment regimes
• Little pharmacokinetic information
Neurotrophic
Small natural proteins,
• Improvement of parkinsonian symptoms • Difficult delivering this NTF to brain
Factors: GDNF
specifically glial cell line• Increased striatal dopamine levels
cells across the BBB
derived neurotrophic factor • Prevention from neurotoxic damage of • Studies show differing outcomes
(GDNF), delivered through dopaminergic neurons in the midbrain
on the effectiveness of GDNF on
an implantation in the brain and noradrenergic neurons in the locus
symptomatic relief
coeruleus
• Requires more research
Nanomedicine
Modification of existing
• Greater delivery through the blood brain • Relatively new field that requires more
drugs to improve delivery
barrier or circumventing it
testing before being a standard practice
method
• Less drug lost in peripheral tissue,
increasing effectiveness and decreasing
side effects
• Growing field with investigations
into protective factors and imaging
improvements
Surgical Treatments
Can have high effectiveness with longMost invasive of the treatment methods
term results
Some methods and side effects are
irreversible
Ablative Surgery
Incision into the global
• High-effectiveness, relieving rigidity,
• Irreversible procedure, may have
pallidus, thalamus, or
hypokinesia, and tremors.
permanent side effects
subthalamic nucleus either
bilaterally or unilaterally
Deep Brain
Implant that stimulates
• Bilateral DBS is likely safer than bilateral • Conventional DBS is open-loop, not
Stimulation
the basal ganglia through
ablative surgeries
allowing for feedback and patient
high frequency electrical
• Established treatment for advanced PD adjustment
stimulation
• Can improve both motor and non-motor • Less effective for reducing gait,
symptoms
balance, and speech symptoms
• Equal improvement compared to
• May include dysarthria, imbalance,
L-DOPA for tremor, bradykinesia and
and dyskinesia
rigidity
• Limited battery life
• Closed-loop DBS is being investigated
to reduce side effects and allow greater
feedback
• Effective at minimizing “off” episodes
• Benefits can last 10+ years in some
individuals
Transplantation
Transplantation of stem cells • Can generate long-lasting improvement • Must consider ethical bounds for
and Gene Therapy into the striatum, insertion and replace diseased neurons
embryonic stem cell use
of non-disease and disease • Can treat PD at a genetic level,
• Developing fields that require more
modifying transgenes
correcting dopamine pathways
research, especially human testing
Therapy
Can address multiple symptoms at once, Usually requires other forms of
both motor and nonmotor
treatment in addition to therapy
Noninvasive treatment
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Physical Therapy

Addresses mobility and
motor-related symptoms
through physical training

Occupational
Therapy

Help patients maintain
work, leisure, and self-care
activities for as long as
possible

Speech Therapy

Improves speech through
voice exercises

Cognitive
Behavioral
Therapy

• Can greatly increase quality of life
• Treat multiple symptoms at once
• Multiple forms of PT exist, allowing for
patient-specific care that adapts
• Promotes independence
• Allows one to engage meaningfully
• Addresses social and environmental
side effects and factors

• Focuses on a single parameter but
improves multiple voice symptoms
• Improves quality of life
Management of a symptom • Alternative for symptoms commonly
through behavioral training treated with drugs, helping to reduce
methods
complications
• Few side-effects
• As effective as drugs in treating
insomnia
• May be done remotely

• May require other treatments,
especially as the disease progresses
• Limited by patient involvement and
motivation
• Usually requires PT with it, as well as
additional treatments
• Does not address PD at a physiological
level
• Limited by patient involvement and
motivation
• Helpful for only speech disorders
• Cannot be double-blinded testing
• Manages only one symptom
• Needs more testing
• Dependent on patient motivation

synaptic involvement, and intestinal gel delivery has shown to reduce pre-existing dyskinesia. Therefore,
it may be more appropriate to view dyskinesia as a result of the method of administering levodopa rather
than an intrinsic effect of L-DOPA itself[38].
With late-onset PD, there is a greater risk of adverse neuropsychiatric effects from dopamine agonists,
so L-DOPA is favored as an initial treatment. Both types of PD require adjustments to medication as the
disease progresses, as those patients who use dopamine agonists initially often need to start taking L-DOPA
after two to five years; L-DOPA too loses its effectiveness over time[1].
Along with managing motor symptoms of PD, non-motor symptoms such as depression can also be
managed with dopamine agonists. Drugs like Pramiprexole are effective and clinically useful for managing
depression and depressive symptoms for those with PD. However, not all dopamine agonists are effective;
Rotigotine, for example, is ineffective and investigational in practical application [16]. Most drugs that
treat non-motor symptoms use other neurotransmitters than dopamine [44]. Treatment of depression with
dopamine agonists should not be universal, but specific to the drug and the patient’s needs[16].
Despite being the “gold standard” for PD treatment, L-DOPA does not come without a series of problems. It
is unknown whether the symptomatic benefits of Levodopa have an association with neurotoxic effects and
long-term deterioration. It, however, has long term complications, the most problematic being: wearing-off,
dyskinesias, freezing episodes, and “on-off” fluctuations that are impossible to predict[45]. Within five years
of chronic L-DOPA treatment, 40%-50% of patients will develop dyskinesias and motor fluctuations. After
10 years, that number increases to 70%-80% of patients[1]. L-DOPA’s effectiveness also declines in advanced
PD due to fluctuating medication periods and levodopa’s short half-life[1]. Patients are commonly required
to increase dosage amounts as well as the frequency of doses, requiring a dose every 2-3 h, for example[44].
With the resulting increase medication dosage, presentation of dyskinesias also increases.
Alleviation of PD symptoms from L-DOPA can also make it difficult to accurately assess the patient’s
honest condition, making the progression of the disease troublesome to supervise. In order to make
assessments of the disease progression, or deterioration, administration of L-DOPA must be withdrawn
for at least two weeks. This option is not practical, especially in advanced stages of PD. The search for
biological surrogate markers is underway, and there have been developments of positron emission
tomography (PET) and single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) techniques, which
have shown compelling correlations with PD’s global severity[45]. In addition to finding new biological
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surrogate markers, alternatives and better management of L-DOPA use are being investigated. Continuous
dopaminergic stimulation is needed for those with advanced PD, which can be provided through levodopacarbidopa intestinal gel and deep brain stimulation as an alternative for oral L-DOPA[1].
Levodopa-carbidopa intestinal gel, also referred to as Duodopa, is an option for those with advanced PD,
compared to oral L-DOPA, with the intestinal gel showing less motor fluctuations and dyskinesias, though
they are not completely eliminated. The gel is injected into the jejunum, with the gel delivering a continuous
dosage of levodopa-carbidopa equivalent to the oral L-DOPA dose. There is faster absorption without the
concern of reduced absorption[1]. Because the drugs are released continuously, “off” periods are reduced
and “on” periods increased[46]. In one study, 90% of patients had an improved QoL[47]. Nocturnal sleep
habits improved in all patients who switched to levodopa-carbidopa gel injections, with improvements
in motor symptoms at night, PD symptoms at night, and disturbances during sleep. Daytime drowsiness
also improved[48]. Improvements in other non-motor symptoms have been observed including attention,
memory, gastrointestinal, urological, and pain[49]. A benefit of levodopa-carbidopa intestinal gel compared
to alternatives for advanced PD is that there is no age limit for its administration. Adverse effects are
mostly due to technical problems such as dislocation, kinking, obstruction and breakage of the duodenal
catheter[46].
Apomorphine is a non-selective dopamine agonist that activates both D1 and D2 receptors, is used as a
drug for PD patients suffering from motor fluctuations, and possibly has positive effects on non-motor
symptoms. Unlike other antiparkinsonian agents, it is the only one comparable to L-DOPA in its capacity
to control motor symptoms[50]. Use of apomorphine is not typically age-limited, but it is limited by a need
for confirmed levodopa-responsive PD. Apomorphine is an option for patients with “off” periods including
delays in effects when taking orally administered medications like L-DOPA, or “off” periods when waking
up. Intermittent or continuous infusion administered subcutaneously have shown to be the most effective
and bearable application processes[50]. Intermittent infusion is administered by injection via pen for rapid
relief of “off ” fluctuations and end-of-dose biphasic dyskinesia. Continuous infusion is administered
through a modified insulin pump, most commonly dispensing in a 12-16 h regimen, although it can
be given throughout the 24 h and need not be discontinued at night. This can reduce the “off ” times at
night[46]. Adverse side effects may include nodules at the injection side, which can be seen in up to 70% of
patients, bruising, itching, or pain. An advantage of apomorphine for those with advanced PD is that it is
less invasive than deep-brain stimulation or levodopa-carbidopa intestinal gel[50].
It is suspected that the frequent pain experienced by patients with PD could be partly due to central modification
of nociception. A randomized, controlled, double-blind study of 25 PD patients by Dellapina et al.[51],
compared apomorphine versus placebo to test their effects on pain thresholds and pain-induced cerebral
activity. Apomorphine was not found to have any determinable change on subjective or objective pain
thresholds, or pain activation profiles when compared with placebo. In conclusion, apomorphine has no
effect on pain processing in patients with PD, suggesting thereby that other monoamine systems may be
involved[51].
Monoamine oxidase inhibitors, Catechol O-methyltransferase inhibitors, and N-methyl
D-aspartate receptor antagonists

Monoamine oxidase inhibitors (MAOIs), like rasagiline or selegiline, and COMT inhibitors, like
entacapone, work to inhibit the breakdown of dopamine and L-DOPA to prolong their effects. MAOIs
reduce the amount of dopamine broken down in the synapse. COMT inhibitors prevent COMT from
prematurely converting L-DOPA into dopamine. It reduces peripheral loss of L-DOPA before it can reach
the brain[1,43]. Patients with mild symptoms may be treated with MAOIs first, due to their milder side effects,
less frequent doses and to delay the treatment of dopaminergic drugs. They may also be used in later stages
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to reduce specific symptoms such as tremor or dyskinesias[1,42]. MAOIs are dosed 1-3x daily throughout
the course of the disease, not needing to increase the dosage over time, like L-DOPA[44]. Treatment with
cholinesterase inhibitors, such as rivastigmine, may help with cognitive decline or hallucinations/delusions
associated with advanced or later stages of PD [45]. Putative N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor
antagonists, like amantadine and memantine, are also drugs taken as adjuncts to other treatment [1]. They
block acetylcholine and NMDA receptors, which has two effects: the first is that they synergize with
dopaminergic agents, enhancing release and turnover of dopamine in the striatial neurons; second, PD
disrupts glutamatergic transmissions causing an overactivation of NMDA receptors, which can cause
worsening dyskinesias[52]. Agonists reduce the amounts of abnormal glutamate signaling in the subthalamic
nucleus[52]. In one study, amantadine was able to reduce dyskinesia severity by 60% in advanced stage PD,
when taken with regular doses of L-DOPA[53]. Amantadine extended release is currently the only FDAapproved medication for the treatment of levodopa-related dyskinesia, allowing for greater sustainability of
L-DOPA therapy and reducing the “off” time[54]. No existing drugs have extensive effects on symptoms that
develop in the later stages of this disease, such as postural instability, dysphagia, dysphonia, dyskinesias, as
well as constipation[45]. NMDA receptor agonist may possibly be neuroprotective. They can prevent disease
progression by inhibiting glutamatergic-mediated excitotoxicity and stimulate synaptogenesis/neurotrophic
release[52].
Anticholinergics for early on

The first pharmacological agents used in PD therapy were anticholinergic drugs[55]. They reduce the activity
of acetylcholine by acting as antagonists at choline receptors, hoping to restore the balance between
dopamine and acetylcholine levels that was disturbed by PD[56]. These drugs have largely been replaced by
L-DOPA and other centrally acting dopaminergic agonists, but they still remain available for use in the
treatment of PD. Benztropine, biperiden, diphenhydramine, ethopropazine, orphenadrine, procyclidine,
and trihexyphenidyl are included in this therapeutic class of drugs, though there is little pharmacokinetic
information available on them because of their low plasma drug concentrations [55,57]. Typically,
anticholinergic drugs have a greater role in tremor-predominant PD and can be a monotherapy in early
stages, but are usually done in adjunct with L-DOPA or other prescribed medications[56].
Oral administration of this drug class has rapid absorption in humans. There is variability in the oral
bioavailability among the various drugs of this class, ranging anywhere from 30% to 70%. Volume
of distribution in humans and animals of these drugs is large, and tissue distribution is rapid. A
characterization of these drugs is their relatively low clearance when compared to hepatic blood flow.
These drugs appear to be broadly metabolized, chiefly to N-dealkylated and hydroxylated metabolites[55].
There is less tolerance of these drugs in the elderly than in younger patients. Additionally, these drugs may
be avoided in the elderly because of an increased risk of confusion[56]. Since the majority of studies have
been restricted to young healthy volunteers who are given single doses, there is a lack of pharmacokinetic
information regarding these drugs in the elderly. Furthermore, the shortcoming of information for
multiple dose administration and administration in the elderly may be a possible deterrent in the safe and
competent use of these pharmaceuticals in PD patients[55].
It should be noted that while anticholinergics remain a viable drug treatment, there are studies that point
to the possibility of cholinergic therapy helping to manage mobility problems in PD by looking at the
pedunculopontine nucleus-laterodorsal tegmental complex (PPN). A key role of the PPN is maintenance
of balance, and PPN dysfunction can cause impaired postural control and gait in PD[22]. Anticholinergic
medicine can increase the incidence of falling in the elderly. Additionally, the loss of CNS cholinergic
neurons can worsen balance. Preliminary data of a controlled, small study shows that PD patients that are
given donepezil, a central cholinesterase inhibitor, fell half as often as the control group[58].
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Neurotrophic factors

Nerve cells require neurotrophic factors (NTFs), which are small natural proteins, for their development
and continued survival. In addition, NTFs help maintain the morphological and functional phenotype
of nerve cells. Neuronal networks require the release of NTFs at the target structures. NTFs are taken up
by the nerve terminals and moved retrogradely to the soma of the projecting neurons for their formation
and preservation. This is described by the “neurotrophic hypothesis”. Neuronal survival and phenotype
specification is stimulated by the induction of a gene upon the arrival of NTFs at the nucleus. There have
been several proteins that have been classified as NTFs based on the effects they have on neuronal survival,
differentiation, maturation of electrophysical properties, and plasticity. The functional roles of NTFs
provide promising possible benefits in the treatment of neurodegenerative diseases, including PD[59]. Glial
cell line-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) is one of the more closely related NTFs associated with PD as
a result of the potent trophic action it has on cultured dopaminergic neurons[59,60]. Production of GDNF is
done by striatal neurons and is required for the sustenance of adult nigrostriatal dopaminergic neurons and
other central and peripheral nuclei affected in PD[59,61]. Exogenous administration of GDNF has also shown
neurotoxic damage preventative abilities of dopaminergic neurons in the midbrain, and noradrenergic
neurons in the locus coeruleus[59,61,62]. Evidence of GDNF and its effect on the latter neurons implies that
the stimulation of endogenous GDNF generation and/or administration of exogenous GDNF could serve
as competent therapeutic strategies for PD[59,63,64].
Different human studies testing the effects of striatal delivery of GDNF through the permanent
implantation of a cannula have demonstrated varying degrees of symptomatic relief[62]. Some subjects
experienced incremental improvement, such as the study conducted by Gill and colleagues, while other
studies showed no evident benefits[32,62,65]. There is much variability in the outcomes of documented studies:
some have recorded antibody development in response to the administration of recombinant human
GDNF, a randomized trial detailed reactions to the placebo, and one study noted that subjects experienced
strong adverse effects to intraventricular delivery of GDNF [33,34,62,65]. In addition, deliverance of GDNF
to brain cells across the blood brain barrier poses as a hindrance to the use of this approach as a PD
treatment, suggesting that the simple administration of the NTF protein may not be a plausible option[35].
Alternative studies are needed to uncover ways to sustainably exploit the benefits of the potent trophic
action that GDNF has on dopaminergic neurons[62].
GDNF is necessary for the survival of adult catecholaminergic neurons. The onset of PD due to the loss of
dopaminergic neurons has been linked to GDNF signaling failure. A study conducted by Hadaczek and
colleagues showed weakened GDNF signaling in neurons that were deficient in ganglio-series gangliosides
(glycosphingolipids that contain sialic acid), and renewal of this dampened signaling with LIGA20, which
is a membrane permeable ganglioside analog of GM1 [36,66]. GM1 is a commonly studied ganglioside that
is shown to be associated in situ with the GDNF receptor protein components, GFRα1 and RET, which
are essential for the ternary receptor complex[36]. Whole or partial deficiency of GM1 due to interruption
of the B4galnt1 gene in mice resulted in the development of PD symptoms. Inadequate levels of tyrosine
phosphorylated RET were observed in PD patients that had severely deficient GM1 in nigral neurons.
In addition, PD patient brains exhibited significantly lower levels of GM1 in the occipital cortex when
compared to age-matched controls. This implies that decreased systemic GM1 may be a risk factor in PD[66].
Nanomedicine

Nanomedicine and the manipulation of compounds on the nanometric scale is being investigated for the
improvement of drug delivery systems, specifically to improve drug bioavailability, half-life, or achieve
more sustained levels of circulation. The most widely used approach is to increase the ability of drugs
to be transported across the blood brain barrier [67,68]. This is particularly important with L-DOPA and
dopamine agonists because the process with which they are mediated through the blood brain barrier
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can also occur in peripheral tissues[67]. Intranasal delivery allows for drug transport through the olfactory
and trigeminal pathways, circumventing the blood brain barrier[69]. Nanoparticles accelerate this method
of absorption. However, this is not the only delivery system being investigated for nanotechnology. With
drugs such as apomorphine, the drug is associated with a lipid-based manipulated nanomolecule, trapping
the drug inside or adhering it to itself. When taken orally, it stimulates chylomicron formation and allows
for better systemic absorption by the lymphatic system[67]. Promising results from a study showed 12- to
13-times higher bioavailability using solid lipid nanoparticles compared to standard oral apomorphine.
However, this study and a majority of similar studies have only been performed on rats and while they have
promising results, there is a need for more research before they can be standard practice[70]. This is the main
limitation for nanomedicine. It is a new and developing field, so many of the studies and drug delivery
methods have not reached human testing yet and will need years before being viable practices in the field.
Nanomedicine is also being looked at for more than just drug delivery systems for PD. Studies are
investigating the delivery of neuroprotective factors, enzymes, antioxidants, growth factors, and inhibition
of α-synuclein aggregation. Nanomedicine is also focusing on areas including imaging and detection
improvements, as well as deep brain stimulation[67].

SURGICAL TREATMENTS
There are three major surgical treatments for PD: ablative surgery, deep brain stimulation (DBS), and
grafting fetal mesencephalic cells into the striatum.
Ablative surgery

Ablative surgery is the oldest of the three major surgical treatments and holds the greatest risks.
Pallidotomy, thalamotomy, and subthalamotomy are available surgeries[71]. Locations of each surgery and
the pathways that are disrupted can be seen in Figure 1. Because of the loss of dopaminergic innervation,
the internal globus pallidus and substantia nigra reticulata have hyperactivity leading to excessive
inhibitory output[73,74]. The inhibitory output interferes with the movement-related center in the thalamus
and generates hypokinetic PD symptoms[73]. Ablative surgery tries to alleviate these symptoms by creating a
lesion within the internal globus pallidus, thalamus, or subthalamic nucleus to stop the overactive pathway
either near the start, as in pallidotomies, or further down the line in thalamotomies [Figure 1][74]. In one
study, stereotactic posteroventral pallidotomies were performed on 38 patients, giving complete or almost
complete relief of rigidity and hypokinesia in 92% of patients[75]. As well, 32 patients had suffered tremors
before the surgery, and 81% of them had complete or almost complete relief of tremor, post-surgery. Gait
and speech volume also saw improvement. However, seven patients (roughly 18%) had complications, with
six patients presenting with permanent partial homonymous hemianopsia; one of those patients also had
transient dysphagia and facial weakness. The other patient developed transitory hemiparesis 1 week after
the surgery[75]. Thalamotomy is an option for patients that have long-standing tremor as the main clinical
manifestation, and it cannot be controlled by drugs. Thalamotomy is less common than pallidotomy, with
less than 5% of patients having the thalamus as the preferable target for thalamotomy or DBS[76]. Ablative
surgeries have lost prevalence because of concerns over high incidence of side-effects with bilateral ablative
procedures[71]. At experienced centers, unilateral pallidotomy is equally safe as unilateral DBS, though
bilateral DBS is likely safer than bilateral pallidotomy. Therefore, while DBS may be more common now,
pallidotomy and other ablative surgeries are still viable options when DBS is not available nor feasible[77].
Deep brain stimulation

Deep brain stimulation (DBS) developed as an alternative to risky bilateral ablative surgeries. It is applied
in the internal globus pallidus, subthalamic nucleus, and thalamus[71]. It is similar to ablative surgeries
in terms of the pathway and symptoms that DBS is trying to mitigate. Conventional DBS is open-loop,
with the implants delivering electrical impulses continuously and without feedback[74]. It is an established
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Figure 1. An overview of the basal ganglia neuroanatomy and primary motor circuits. Ablative surgery
options include pallidotomy - destroying the global pallidus (GPE, GPI in maroon and pink, respectively),
thalamotomy - destroying the thalamus (purple), and subthalamotomy - destroying the subthalamic nucleus
(STN, blue). Procedures can either be bilateral or unilateral and are done to reduce excessive inhibitory
output from the internal globus pallidus (pink) and substantia nigra reticulata (green), and their respective
pathways shown in red. Image provided by Harris et al.[72] 2020

treatment for advanced stage PD, improving motor symptoms both in the long and short term[78]. DBS
is effective at minimizing instances of “off” episodes that tend to occur more frequently throughout the
day in patients with more progressed stages of medically treated PD. There are variable effects on motor
symptoms and non-motor symptoms such as postural and gait disturbances, cognitive decline, sleep,
swallowing, and speech or micturition disturbances[79]. Controlled studies using large and randomized
groups have displayed comparable motor benefits between the subthalamic nucleus (STN) and the globus
pallidus pars interna (GPi), which are two of the most prevalent targets for DBS. However, DA replacement
pharmaceuticals can be decreased following STN DBS, whereas there are less cognitive and mood side
effects from GPi DBS[80]. In addition, gait instability and freezing may be improved from targeting the
pedunculopontine, as evidence suggests[81,82].
DBS involves a delivery of unceasing high frequency electrical stimulation to the basal ganglia. The
mechanism of this therapy is not fully understood, but it is known that there is an interference with
pathological and physiological neural circuitry[79]. High-frequency stimulation of distinct targets in the
brain resembles functional effects of a lesion and has inhibitory effects on neuronal activity. Prospective
mechanisms include high-frequency patterns obscuring encoded information, suppression of abnormal
beta oscillations, stimulation of inhibitory gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABAergic) afferents to the nucleus
in focus, efferent projections or passing fibers, and the inhibition of neurotransmitter and hormone
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production or release. DBS mechanisms are intricate as excitation or inhibition of neural elements may
occur, dynamic equilibrium states are attained, and differing forms of neural plasticity are established[83].
Internal pulse generators (IPGs) are able to record and store local field potential and multiple targets
concurrently, allowing physicians and researchers to more advantageously understand the pathophysiology
of PD and the mechanism by which DBS mitigates symptoms. Subthalamic nucleus (STN) and the globus
pallidus pars interna (GPi) are the most prevalent targets for DBS. Common motor benefits between these
targets have been indicated by large, randomized, controlled studies. Dopamine replacement drugs can
generally be decreased following STN DBS, while GPi DBS can lead to less adverse cognitive and mood
effects[79].
Response to DBS is equal to the best responses of L-DOPA, improving levodopa-responsive symptoms of
tremor, bradykinesia, and rigidity. Gait, balance, and speech are less likely to improve [1]. In fact, stimulationinduced side effects include dysarthria, imbalance, and dyskinesia. Another limitation is a limited battery
life[78]. There is no definitive duration that DBS remains effective, but it can have benefits for at least 10 years
in some[1].
While conventional DBS is a successful treatment, closed-loop DBS is being investigated as a solution
around the limitations caused by open-loop DBS, by being able to adjust stimulation in real time according
to the patient[78]. In contrast to open-loop DBS which embeds lasting electrodes into the basal ganglia and
provides uninterrupted electrical stimulation independent from any feedback, closed-loop DBS delivers
electrical stimulation as a function of neuronal activity, all of which is documented and evaluated online[74].
It allows for more efficient and long-term improvements for PD treatment and has the potential to reduce
or remove adverse effects in 19% of PD patients treated with subthalamic nucleus DBS according to one
study[84].
Surgical therapies with transplantation and gene therapy

Cell transplantation is regarded as a potential future PD treatment. There have been trials using autologous
and non-autologous cells. Human embryonic stem cells and induced pluripotent stem cells are few of the
cells that have been included in these transplantation studies. One of the concerns with cell transplantation
using stem cells is the ethical bounds that must be considered[79,85].
Since the first clinical trial in 1987 involving the transplantation of dopaminergic- neuron-rich human fetal
mesencephalic tissue into PD patients’ striatums, more research has aimed to explore whether the grafted
dopaminergic neurons will live and form connections in the brain, if the patient’s brain can harmonize and
make use of the grafted neurons, and if the grafts can generate significant clinical improvement[86]. Clinical
trials with cell therapy intend to discover if there are long-lasting improvements following restoration
of striatal DA transmission by grafted dopaminergic neurons. Experimental data from rodents and
nonhuman primates show that fetal ventral mesencephalon intrastriatal grafted DA neurons demonstrate
many morphological and functional characteristics of normal DA neurons. Significant improvements of
PD-like symptoms in animal models have been demonstrated after successful reinnervation by the grafts.
Dopaminergic grafts can reinnervate the striatum in the brain, restore regulated release of DA in the
striatum, and can become functionally integrated into neural circuitries[86].
A new area that is being explored in the treatment of PD is gene therapy. Both non-disease and disease
modifying transgenes are being researched. Non-disease modifying transgenes target GABA and dopamine
synthesis pathways. Disease modifying transgenes have the potential to slow the progress of the disease.
Both transgenes are too early in trials to be conclusive but offer promising results[87]. Gene therapies address
only the motor symptoms, not the non-motor symptoms[88].
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Treatment of PD by gene therapy requires an appropriate delivery method for the synthesized nucleic
acid: viral or nonviral. Vector choice considerably determines the delivery technique used. A vector that
is peripherally delivered must cross the blood-brain barrier (BBB) with an adequate degree of tissue
specificity. Rather, DBS surgical techniques may be used to precisely administer the vector to a specific
region in the brain. Because nonviral techniques have a briefer duration of achieved gene expression,
they are not as suitable for treating neurodegenerative diseases, including PD, despite being technically
and conceptually more clear-cut. Using nonviral vectors in experiments usually involves regimens of
multiple doses, since there are low transfection rates. This can present problems for translation to human
studies if there is a need for repeated intracerebral injections, as there are risks associated[88]. A novel
study that utilized human glial cell-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) gene and a neurotensin polyplex
nanoparticle vector in an animal model of PD found that a single intracerebral injection of the nonviral agent may be able to activate a biochemical and functional response, suggesting that this method
may still be effective, regardless of the latter concerns[89]. Region-specific ligands using intravenous
vector administration in alternative studies in animal models of PD using nonviral vectors have helped
to maximize tissue specificity[90]. Derivation of viral vectors from DNA or RNA are considered a more
reasonable approach, as they have the potential ability to create enduring gene expression via episome
formation or DNA integration into the host genome[91].
Higher doses of exogenous levodopa are required for PD patients in order to control the progression
of symptoms. The enzyme, aromatic amino acid decarboxylase (AADC), is responsible for dopamine
production from endogenous or exogenous levodopa. There have been indications that activity of
AADC may be diminished in PD. Increasing this enzyme’s activity using gene therapy may minimize PD
symptoms and lower the amount of L-DOPA needed to maintain them[91,92].

BEHAVIORAL THERAPY
Even with medical and surgical management, the symptoms of PD may not be completely controlled.
While pharmaceutical medications can have positive results, there can also be adverse side effects and
limited effectiveness at combating PD symptoms. Furthermore, Parkinson’s drugs have little effect
on postural instability, balance problems and gait disorders such as freezing of gait (FoG) and stride
variability[93]. Therefore, physicians must look to alternatives to either replace or supplement medical and
surgical treatments while managing PD symptoms. Different types of therapies are available to help patients
manage symptoms and the daily struggles that may result from them[94]. Physical therapy (PT) and speech
therapy (SP) help to manage mobility and motor-related symptoms, with SP focusing on speech abilities[95].
Occupational therapy (OT) focuses on enabling patients to participate in the community, work, and home
activities[96]. These therapies focus on the behavior of the patient and management of symptoms rather than
on the supplementation or modification of neural pathways affected by PD.
Physical therapy

Aside from pharmaceutical treatment, PT is the most adept aid for patients with PD. It is a necessary
aspect in the treatment and maintenance of the health of Parkinson’s patients. Abnormalities in the
cortical silent period (CSP duration) and other corticomotor excitability measures in PD patients have
been revealed through single-pulse transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) studies. This indicates
more outstanding corticomotor excitability in these patients. CSP is primarily mediated by gammaaminobutyric acid (GABA)-B receptors. GABAergic transmission abnormalities are fundamental elements
of the pathophysiology of movement disorders concerning the basal ganglia. Promotion of synaptogenesis
and neurogenesis may improve neuronal function through voluntary exercise, which enhances brainderived neurotrophic factor (BDNF). The level of functional inhibition in an activity-dependent manner
is modulated by BDNF. This is accomplished by regulation in the number of GABAergic interneurons. It
is suspected that the relationship between the lengthening of CSP and high intensity exercise may have
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an association to an exercise-induced increase in BDNF, though the role of BDNF in inflecting GABAmediated inhibitory transmission is not completely known [97]. Most of the reviews published about the
effectiveness of physical activity (PA) in PD have supported the positive capabilities of PA for those with the
disease. A PD patient’s participation in aerobic exercise may significantly improve motor action, balance,
and gait parameters including gait velocity, stride length, and walking ability[98,99]. Treadmill training, using
PT external cues, dance, and yoga are some PT exercises that have been studied as they relate to PD[93].
Mehrholz et al.[100] concluded that PD patients who partake in treadmill training (TT) are more likely to
see improvements in gait hypokinesia. A review by Herman et al.[101] reviewing investigations on the effects
of TT on gait in PD patients found that TT had immediate and more lasting effects on gait impairments.
Three studies included in this review noted that over-ground walking improved (increased speed and stride
length) after just one treadmill session, with effects persisting even 15 minutes after the training session.
Eleven longer-term trials included in the review found that TT had positive effects on gait speed, stride
length, disease severity measured by the Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS) and healthrelated QoL. These benefits endured for weeks after the conclusion of the TT. The persistence of these
beneficial effects suggests that TT may elicit positive neural plasticity changes[101]. TT works as an external
cue and bypasses the defective basal ganglia, allowing PD patients to focus on the action of walking. The
motor movement of walking on a treadmill can generate motor learning, and lead to improvements in
Parkinsonian gait. Gait training can improve overall performance since it helps reduce gait disorders
including FoG, gait variability and festination. This is important for the QoL of Parkinson’s patients as those
affected by gait suffer from reduced mobility, more frequent falls and injuries[93]. The rhythmic motions
accomplished by treadmill use can help regularize the PD patient’s gait, visibly improving step variability
and stride length, the latter of which are the main risk indicators of falls in the elderly[102,103].
In a study conducted by Arfa-Fatollahkhani et al.[104], it was found that moderate intensity TT resulted in
compelling improvements in balance, functional capacity, and QoL, thereby providing evidence that this
form of physical training has positive effects in PD patients[104]. In addition, another study conducted by
Herman et al.[105] found that overall, TT resulted in decreased Parkinsonian symptoms, measured by the
UPDRS, improving from a score of 29 to 22. There was an overall increase in gait speed, lowered (better)
swing time variability, and improvement in Short Physical Performance Battery (SPPB) scores. These results
suggest that TT has the potential to minimize gait impairments, reduce the risk of falls, and increase the
QoL in PD patients[105]. In conjunction to the latter studies, yet another study performed by Protas et al.[106]
had similar findings when the effects of step training were assessed. It was found that the trained group had
a considerable reduction in the number of falls, gait speed and stride lengths increased, and the 5-step test
speed increased in the trained group, but not in the control group[106]. TT may also help achieve effects that
positively impact the central nervous system (CNS), specifically dopamine availability and corticomotor
excitability. These two fundamental elements are impaired by PD, causing motor disabilities[93].
PD patients have complications with activating the appropriate stepping response for a given situation.
An increasing number of studies have described that the interaction between the basal ganglia and the
supplementary motor area (SMA) is interrupted during movement performance. Normal functioning
of the SMA includes preparation for a constant increase in neuronal activity before movement begins,
halting abruptly as soon as the external indication to move transpires. Concise bursts of phasic activity
are released by the basal ganglia at the end of sub-movements performed in a sequence. Activity of the
basal ganglia suggests that an internal cue is responsible for the sudden decline in SMA neuronal activity.
Alas, if this cue was absent or disturbed, as it is in PD, then it is likely that the preparatory activity of the
SMA would be disrupted, resulting in abnormally executed motor activity. Dopaminergic neuronal defects
result in incorrect cues from the basal ganglia for motor sequences to be communicated to the cortical
motor areas, consequently leading to a PD patient’s inadequacy to prepare and maintain complex, yet well-
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learned movements, such as walking. It is likely that an internal absence of rhythmic cues may cause FoG,
festination and other gait impairments. PT strategies aim to offset these physiologic defects that lead to
PD motor impairments. Visual, auditory, and somatosensory are three external cues that are shown to be
effective at improving motor performance by bypassing the affected basal ganglia[93].
Studies have linked gait in PD to an inability to generate adequate stride length, leaving cadence control as
an alternative intact mechanism to compensate for the inability. Several explanations have been proposed
as reasonings for the reduced stride length including deficient internal cue production or insufficient
contribution to the cortical motor set by the basal ganglia. Morris et al.[107] compared the long-lasting
effects in bettering stride length with that of attentional strategies by exploring these possibilities. A total
of 54 PD patients in three separate studies were each trained for 20 minutes by repeated 10 minute walks
fixed at control stride lengths, varying for each subject based on age, sex and height. Visual floor markers
or mental pictures of the suitable stride length were used. Gait patterns were monitored and assessed
subsequent to the training every 15 minutes for 2 hours, while adding in secondary tasks of intensifying
complexity levels, and covertly when subjects were inattentive to measurements being taken. This study
found that normal stepping patterns are attainable for PD patients and that gait hypokinesia is reflected by
problems in activating the motor control system. Using attentional strategies and visual cues, PD patients
can improve stride length. The mechanism of concentrating on stride length appears to be shared between
the two strategies but requires consistent diligence to avoid regression back to more automatic control
mechanisms[107].
Emerging studies on the effects of therapeutic dance in addition to conventional PT in PD patients have
aimed to find if this form of exercise is safe, feasible and effective. Aguiar et al.[108] included in their review
that there is emerging evidence suggesting that therapeutic dance can be used as a safe PA exercise for
those with mild-moderately severe PD, leading to improvements in walking, FoG, and health related QoL.
Hackney and Earhart performed a study examining the effects of partnered and non-partnered dance
movement on gait and balance in patients with PD. There were 39 participants with mild-moderate PD
randomly assigned to partnered or non-partnered tango classes, which were held for 1 hour, twice a week
for 10 weeks. In the weeks immediately before and after the study, and 1 month after the trial, gait and
balance were assessed. Both partnered and non-partnered groups showed noteworthy improvements on the
Berg Balance Scale. At the post one-month follow-up, progress was maintained. Though the non-partnered
group showed as much improvement as the partnered group, participants in the partnered voiced more
enjoyment and interest in continuing the dance[109].
The effects of yoga on oxidative stress, motor function and non-motor symptoms in patients with PD
have been studied and assessed. In a randomized controlled trial of an immediate treatment group and
a wait-list control group, two 60 minute group-based classes, which lasted for 12 weeks were held for
the treatment group. Baseline, 12 week, and 6 months post-intervention assessments were conducted to
measure oxidative stress, motor and cognitive function, physical activity, sleep quality and overall QoL. The
mean age of participants in this study was 63 years (SD 8, range 49-75), with a disease duration of 4.8 years
(SD 2.9, range 1-13), and all had a disease severity from mild-moderate. 90% of all participants (18) were
on dopaminergic medications, 85% (17) of them attended 75% or more of the yoga classes and 20% (4)
attended 100% of classes. At the end of the 12-week study, no major differences in blood oxidative stress
markers between the treatment and control groups were found. The treatment group had better motor
function scores based on the UPDRS, but worse sleep scores and physical activity levels than the control
group according to the Parkinson’s Disease Quality of Life (PDQUALIF) Scale and the Longitudinal Aging
Study Amsterdam Physical Activity Questionnaire, respectively. Motor-function, cognitive function, and
catalase levels improved according to within-group comparisons, but social and role function, sleep and
outlook domains from the PDQUALIF and physical activity levels were reported poorer at 12 weeks than at
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baseline. Yoga may be an acceptable complementary practice to improve motor function in PD patients, but
more studies using larger sample sizes are needed in order to determine the influence of yoga on oxidative
stress and non-motor symptoms[110].
Occupational therapy

There is a progressive development of both motor and non-motor disabilities in patients with PD, despite
the effective drug and surgical therapies available. Occupational therapy aims to help patients maintain
their self-care, work and leisure activities for as long as possible, and later to adapt to their physical and
social environment as needed, as the disease progresses[96]. Occupational therapy goes hand in hand with
PT to overcome the physical limitations that hinder patients including walking, manual activities, and selftransfers such as rising from a chair, all of which impact the lifestyle and activities within one’s community
and home. While PT focuses on the manual effects, OT focuses on enabling one to perform and engage
meaningfully. Structuring schedules, planning activities, and adapting one’s physical environment are all
possible strategies adopted by occupational therapists[96]. Home-based individual OT sessions can lead to
self-perceived performance improvement within daily tasks[111].
It should be noted with both PT and OT that efficacy is affected by personal and environmental factors.
Limitations within an individual’s environment such as the height of furniture at home, the quality of
lighting, and availability of space can impact results. Poorly illuminated areas and cramped spaces have
been associated with FoG[112]. Environmental factors as well as anxiety has been associated with FoG. This
anxiety can be exacerbated by environmental stressors[113]. Motivation, coping style, and adequate social
support can also impact results and a patient’s active participation in therapy[96].
Speech therapy

Speech disorders are a common symptom among PD patients, affecting up to 89% of those with the
disease, but only 3%-4% of patients receive speech treatment[114]. This can hurt communication skills as well
as one’s QoL. Use of the Lee Silverman Voice Treatment (LSVT) LOUD has been used to improve vocal
loudness and communication skills. Studies show that it has the possibility to improve not only loudness,
but speech rate, intelligibility, quality, monotony, vocal fold adduction, swallowing, facial expression, and
neural activation[95]. Training focuses on a single parameter, in this case, loudness and self-perception of
vocal loudness, but results in improving the aforementioned symptoms. LSVT/LOUD gives the potential
of treatments focused on a single target, encouraging cross-system improvement and delivery systems
in line with principles of neural plasticity[115]. While other versions of speech and language therapy have
been researched, LSVT/LOUD remains the main form of speech therapy. Modified versions, focusing
on parameters such as articulation have been examined; novel versions too have been tried, but with the
limited number of trials and patient numbers, there is not sufficient evidence to conclude if these new
versions are any more effective than LSVT/LOUD[116].
Cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT)

CBT is being looked at as a possible solution to treat many symptoms such as depression, insomnia, and
impulse control for PD patients. CBT studies are disadvantaged in that they cannot be double-blinded.
More testing and replication are needed to prove efficacy [1]. Furthermore, CBT holds the disadvantage
that each type of therapy tends to manage only one symptom rather than the management of multiple
symptoms as in PT or OT, or cross-system improvement as seen in SP. For example, CBT for insomnia is
different in its core therapies from other forms of CBT, so it is its own treatment and would not impact
other symptoms[117].
Up to 80% of patients report sleep fragmentation and early morning wake ups, forms of sleep maintenance
insomnia [118]. Even with the treatment of ‘primary’ conditions, insomnia can persist and will not
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spontaneously resolve if not treated[119]. The most common approach to treat insomnia is drugs, including
benzodiazepine receptor agonists. However, there could be concerns over side-effects or complications with
other drugs[120]. CBT is an alternative to drug therapy, focusing on factors that sustain insomnia, namely,
sleep-related anxiety, sleep-interfering behaviors, etc. The advantage of CBT is that there are fewer sideeffects, it focuses on the factors that cause insomnia rather than managing the effects after insomnia has
set in and can have more lasting results. Indeed, CBT for insomnia was found to be at least as effective in
treating insomnia as sleep medications[117].
A limited study showed that PD-associated impulse control disorders, as well as depression and anxiety,
may be reduced with CBT[121]. With over 40% of patients who take oral dopamine agonists experience
impulse control disorders, CBT could be a new method to treat serious associated adverse effects of the
necessary medications taken[44]. In addition, a new, telephone-based CBT treatment has promising results,
outperforming typical treatments for depression, anxiety, and QoL measurements. CBT is limited by
workforce, physical, and geographic barriers; telephone-based treatment bypasses these difficulties and
holds the potential to still offer personalized neuropsychiatric care. However, there is no controlled research
for this effect. While remote delivery of PD treatment is growing, insurance limits may apply in some states
for telemental health services, including telephone-based CBT[122].

CONCLUSION
L-DOPA remains the most accepted form of treatment for PD, as it is used as a dopamine replacement for
this neurodegenerative disease. While other dopamine agonists are successful at controlling symptoms of
PD early on in the onset of the disease, L-DOPA is the most effective pharmaceutical at helping to improve
QoL, especially once symptoms become more unmanageable with other anti-parkinsonian medications.
There is no known cure for PD, but alternative drug, surgical and behavioral therapies exist for the
treatment of PD, and new therapies are being developed to help mitigate the side effects and symptoms of
this progressive disease. Physical, occupational, and speech therapies provide non-drug alternatives that
can be used in adjunct with medications, or separately for those who prefer more natural approaches. They
can help treat individual symptoms as they arise. There is still a need to further explore other treatments,
and more studies can delve into the under-researched therapies for PD, but the future of PD treatment is
promising for patient-specific care that is more effective and with minimal side effects.
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